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Abstract: The concept of extraordinary experience in the consumer culture tradition it is a seminal theme since 1980. Over the last few decades, discussions have advanced to incorporate virtual ambiance, prosumption abilities, and interaction between peers. Likewise, the consumption of sports leagues has been reframed based on these three emerging themes. Thus, the present study seeks to understand the consumption extraordinary experiences of Brazilian NBA fans through their virtual interactions. To this end, a netnography was carried out between 2018 and 2020 on Twitter. The results point to the overlapping media and sports aspects that allow Brazilian fans of the league to experience liberating or stochastic moments and produce their performances or live adventures with NBA broadcasts. Consequently, such findings endorse the ability of
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sports league fans to prosume extraordinary experiences aligned with elements that reflect sports business management efforts.
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Resumo: O conceito de experiência extraordinária na tradição da cultura de consumo é um tema seminal desde 1980. Nas últimas décadas, as discussões avançaram para incorporar ambiência virtual, habilidades de prosumo e interação entre consumidores. Paralelamente, o consumo de ligas esportivas foi reessignificado a partir desses três temas emergentes. Assim, o presente estudo busca compreender as experiências extraordinárias de fãs brasileiros da NBA por meio de suas interações virtuais. Para tanto, foi realizada uma netnografia entre 2018 e 2020 no Twitter. Os resultados apontam para a sobreposição de aspectos midiáticos e esportivos que permitem aos fãs brasileiros da liga vivenciar momentos libertadores ou estocásticos e produzir performances ou vivenciar aventuras com as transmissões da NBA. Consequentemente, tais achados endossam a capacidade dos fãs de ligas esportivas em prosumir experiências extraordinárias alinhadas a elementos que refletem os esforços da gestão do negócio esportivo.
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Introduction

The continuous growth of the digital ambiance in market relations achieved in recent decades has been pointed out as a context that encourages consumers to co-create their consumption experiences (Kolyperas et al., 2019; Munaier, 2021; Schmit et al., 2022). It is a broader movement when consumption experiences move from a passive act to consumers seeking to live experiences in which they act in a participative manner (Cova & Cova, 2019; Kumar, et al., 2022; Taheri et al., 2021).

Participatory culture characterizes fans’ practices, a specialized consumer ethos interested in media products through interaction with their peers and, among other factors, intensifying their consumption experiences (Chen, 2021; Kozinets, 2001). Moreover, such interactions are considered prosumption practices since they are assimilated as productive to the managers of media products consumed by fans.
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(Andrews & Ritzer, 2018; Sugihartati, 2020). Consequently, the understanding that the prosumer capacity legitimizes them as protagonists of their consumption experiences has been spreading among consumer culture research (Botorić, 2022; Daros, 2022).

The discussion on consumers' protagonism in their consumption experience used to rely upon some level as an adaption of seminal 1990s studies which characterize and proposes consumer experience as a cultural phenomenon. Arnould and Price's (1993) understands consumption experiences as an arrangement of individual characteristics and collective dispositions reformulated by consumers. Associated with this perspective, Hirschman and Thompson (1997) proposed two possibilities for consumer experiences that consider the cultural scope. First, ordinary experiences are lived in everyday life and easily reproduced or attainable. On the other hand, there is an emphasis given to extraordinary experiences in which it is possible to escape the routine, experience unusual sensations, and meet new situations and people. Thus, experiences that are considered extraordinary exceed ordinary consumption (Holmqvist et al., 2020; Skandalis et al., 2019).

More recently, the possibility of living consumer experiences through massively mediated products has been associated with the popularization of technologies in consumers' routine (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015; Miliopoulou, 2021). There is a current of researchers who point to continuous connectivity as a possibility for consumers to experience the unprecedented when they reach products and peer interactions (Kawaf, 2019; Orazi & van Laer, 2022). It is also possible to observe discussions about an escape from the digital to escape the routine, prioritizing the consumption of physical experiences and face-to-face relationships (Tumbat & Belk, 2011; Husemann et al., 2016).

However, the priority to face-to-face consumption experiences has changed since the confinement experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic. On the one hand, it is highlighted how online experiences can be prioritized for being adaptable to consumer tastes compared to offline ones (Gahler et al., 2023). On the other hand, it is pointed out how the interruption of face-to-face experiences led consumers share a collective sense of grief through interactions in online communities (Scussel & Suarez, 2022). Both
aspects are present in the consumption experiences of massively mediated sports leagues (Cumming et al., 2022; Rundio et al., 2020).

Broadly, it reflects the possibility of associating sports consumption with two categories. Media sports are those considered relevant due to the space available in media vehicles, their transmissions' reach, and the audience's resonance. On the other hand, practice sports are highlighted by the representation and popularity achieved among their practitioners and their consequent ability to represent the cultural values of particular locations and ethnicities (Moura & de Souza-Leão, 2020; Whannel, 2014).

However, these categories tend to overlap in the consumption experience of globally disseminated sports leagues, as they reinforce the mediatization of sports and simultaneously stimulate their practice among their audience (Boehmer, 2016; Kolyperas & Sparks, 2018). No wonder sports leagues are among the entertainment segments that move the economy the most (Drewes et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2018) due to their high cultural relevance worldwide (Liu et al., 2021; Vosgerau et al., 2006). Such characteristics were exponentiated from the modernization of practices and consumption tools that allow sports leagues to reach new audiences in globally dispersed markets, where consumers do not have the option of consuming in person through the global dissemination of television media (Drewes et al., 2021; Giulanotti & Numerato, 2018) and from transmissions broadcast on the Web (e.g., via streaming services) (Andrews & Ritze, 2018; Ay & Kaygan, 2022).

A relevant example of this movement is the continuous market expansion of United States (US) sports leagues that have been adopting the strategy of expanding their audience by reaching international markets (Lee & Cottingham, 2020; Webber, 2018). Among the main leagues in this market, the National Basketball Association (NBA) is responsible for spreading one of the most popular sports in practice and audience worldwide (Liu et al., 2021; Salaga et al., 2020). Consequently, the league has been reaching increasing audiences in markets considered significant exponents of the entertainment industry (e.g., Australia, Brazil, China, India, and Mexico (Murray, 2019; Reed, 2019).

Brazil is one of the countries that provide the NBA with one of the largest audiences outside the US (Karp, 2021; Verotti, 2022), with simultaneous audience records on paid channels that broadcast
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league games (i.e., ESPN Brazil) and in interactions on social networks media on the subject (Falcheti, 2019; Samba Digital, 2021). However, the league itself has carried out marketing actions in the country (e.g., NBA-themed house, promotion of players and teams from the local league to the Summer League) in order to increase the reach of its transmissions, but mainly to popularize experiences with its characteristics that differ from what sports fans in Brazil are used to experiencing (CSM Live, 2022). Thus, considering the consumption experience for sports leagues audience, the present study aims to understand how Brazilian NBA fans prosume extraordinary experiences from their virtual interactions on the league broadcasts.

Through this purpose, the study meets a gap in the literature about the prosumption role of fans as a fundamental element of their extraordinary experience (Andrews & Ritzer, 2018). Despite the growing interest in fans' consumer practices, a few marketing research has focused on their prosumer interactions' role as fundamental to establishing and maintaining extraordinary experiences, which points to the originality of present study (Chen, 2021; de Souza-Leão & Moura, 2020). Completely, this path of investigation can provide a way for managers to monitor and incorporate fans' practices to expand the perception of the extraordinary to the largest audience (Moura et al., 2023; Navar-Gill, 2018).

To perform the research, the netnographic methodology were conducted to understand the marketing relationships influenced by consumers inserted in virtual communities (Kozinets, 2020; Orazi & van Laer, 2022). Additionally, the present investigation follows a semi-inductive approach in marketing research (Johnson, 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2020) that evokes the theoretical background both a priori – i.e., the study problem elaboration – and a posteriori – i.e., results interpretation and its contributions. Further, the current study seeks to contribute with interdisciplinary, emerging, and seminal discussions to the culturalist tradition of consumer research: fan consumption practices (Chen, 2021; Daros, 2022; Sugihartati, 2020), co-creation of consumption experiences (Cova & Cova, 2019; Taheri et al., 2021), consumer virtual interactions about mass-mediated products (Andrews & Ritzer, 2018; Cavalcanti et al., 2021) and management of sports business products through digital market opportunities (Ay & Kaygan, 2022; Bond et al., 2021; Rundio et al., 2020). Nevertheless, it seems valid to contribute to expanding
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discussions about the co-creation practices of Brazilian sports fans, considered one of the most promising markets in this segment worldwide (Moura et al., 2023; Munaier, 2021).

Theoretical Foundation

Consumption of extraordinary experience

The relationship between culture, consumption, and experience occurs when consumers establish meanings to their practices to characterize lifestyles, determining what is or is not adequate or appropriate (Cova & Cova, 2019; Schmitt et al., 2022). Consumer experience is one of the most emblematic themes within consumer research, featuring several seminal discussions and continuous interest in understanding the factors that underlie it (Bhattacharjee & Mogilner, 2014; Carú & Cova, 2003).

Among the definitions attributed to the theme, that of Hirschman and Thompson (1997) became seminal for presenting the consumption experience based on the construction of meanings, cultural aesthetics, interests, or personal availability of consumers. Thus, personal values and feelings impact the perception of the experience when consuming cultural goods. In this perspective, consumers associate their consumption experiences with the context in which they live and with previous conditions they experienced (Husemann et al., 2016; Tumbat & Belk, 2011).

Thus, the experience is formed by subjective aspects intrinsic to individuals, not limited to a passive reception (Bhattacharjee & Mogilner, 2014; Hoang et al., 2022). According to Arnould and Prince (1993), consumers experience experiences beyond their routines or control, attributing as extraordinary those characterized by an experienced emotional intensity. Holbrook (2000), in turn, states that the extraordinary experience is based on the comparison in which consumers attribute exceptional values to what they consume while labeling as common what is consumed ordinarily by their community and context in which they live.
In both seminal perspectives, the understanding prevails that cultural relations between consumers are closely related to the ability to characterize an experience as ordinary or extraordinary (Jiang et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2022; Scussel & Suarez, 2022). Therefore, experiences considered routine for the consumer is classified as ordinary, while extraordinary experiences go beyond the usual (Bhattacharjee & Mogilner, 2014; Carú & Cova, 2003).

When approaching the subject, Lanier and Rader (2015) go beyond this understanding, establishing four types of extraordinary experiences, which vary according to how they are perceived. The liberatory is an experience that allows the consumer to detach himself from ordinary everyday life, existing structures, and human understanding. Performance experiences reflect how consumers reframe known social structures through their performance. The stochastic ones are characterized by the coexistence of the rational and the irrational to live more authentic experiences, the unpredictable result making it unique and more attractive. Adventure experiences result from inserting consumers into new contexts or interactions with elements that happen in a different way than usual, sometimes even inappropriate, illegal, or prohibited.

Such categories reflect how consumers assume what Addis and Holbrook (2001) call the function of co-creators of the extraordinary characteristic of their consumption experiences. Further, they produce both the enjoyment of individual consumption and influence the conception of alien and communal consumption. No wonder the interaction and sense of community when consuming give rise to the definition of these experiences as extraordinary (Cooney et al., 2014; Hirschman & Thompson, 1997).

**Fans’ Prosumption Experience**

Consumers who live an extraordinary experience interact with each other spontaneously, which allows them to have this sense of community, through which they create a sense of belonging to the group of those who share habits or interests in consumer objects (Arnould & Price, 1993; Tumbat & Belk, 2011). No longer limited to passive consumption (Bhattacharjee & Mogilner, 2014), consumers act in a
participatory manner that is often considered productive for managers of their products (Taheri et al., 2021).

According to Cova and Cova (2012), this is a broader movement that reflects the old logical change in the functioning of the market, with companies starting to rely on the collaboration of consumers, who are now seen as capable market partners to generate added value. The authors also state that this change in consumer behavior accompanied the technological increase in consumption over the last few years. These stages are not identified separately since the prosumer alternates between the roles of consumer and producer, co-occurring (Andrews & Ritzer, 2018; Sugihartati, 2020).

The way prosumers co-create their experiences can be greatly stimulated, justified, or justified by the intense relationship and loyalty that consumers have with what they consume (Huang & Chen, 2018). Among consumers who continually seek to maintain a deep relationship with cultural objects and who manage to act productively, fans stand out (Cavalcanti et al., 2021; Chen, 2021).

Kozinets (2001) introduced them in consumer research as a consumer subculture, gaining prominence for their collective and proactive behavior. The most emblematic fans characteristic as specialized consumers are both technological appropriation and cultural convergence that foster the spread of media products they consume. These characteristics became more pronounced as electronic equipment began to allow greater frequency and intensity of interactions (Burgess & Jones, 2020; Fuschillo, 2020), allowing fans to enhance the communal performance and co-creation of their consumption experiences (Canavian, 2021; Chen, 2021).

The presence of fans is considered productive for any marketing agents with whom they engage – e.g., managers, other fans – as they are continuously co-creating value for the media products which they consume through the way they act (e.g., engaging the marketing strategy, elaboration of fan versions or productions, the individual’s interest in being active or helpful to the community, etc.) (Munaier, 2021; Souza-Leão et al., 2020). Such productivity explains the growing interest in recent marketing research investigating market relationships and environments associated with fan consumption (Kolyperas et al., 2019; Sugihartati, 2020).
Among the spaces that allow such action, social networks emerge as the ambiance to foster socio-cultural spaces that bring fans together – i.e., fandoms – and that allow them to commune among peers or intensify their relationship with the media products consumed (Burgess & Jones, 2020). Moreover, the adaptation of events due to the evolution and increased use of social networks has made it possible for fans to feel included even if they are not present in person (Botorić, 2022; Min et al., 2019).

Nevertheless, globally known brands have realized the ability to create hedonic experiences for their fans and consumers through the virtual environment (Kefi & Maar, 2018). In sports prosumption, fans are naturally productive of the events surrounding the games of the teams they support, both in offline and online environments, generating monetary benefits for the sports leagues and franchises involved and impacting the experiences of the fans themselves, who have unusual experiences (Andrews & Ritzer, 2018; Bond et al., 2021). As Munaier (2021) explains, sports fans are commonly seeking to intensify the sense of belonging with what they consume, expressing the individual's desire to be active in the community to which they belong and, if possible, to be publicly recognized among peers and managers of what they consume.

Methodological Procedures

This research was carried out through a netnography, an adaptation of the ethnographic model to the virtual environment, aimed at understanding how interactions carried out in this environment can represent consumption habits (Arvidsson & Caliandro, 2016; Cavalcanti et al., 2021). This methodology seeks to demonstrate the transformations and perpetuities of organizations and online cultures (Costello et al., 2018; Orazi & van Laer, 2022) in addition to reflecting on how meanings can be modified, reverberated, and incorporated into the behaviors of the analyzed members (Kozinets et al., 2018).

Kozinets (2020) states that it is of fundamental importance that researchers who adopt the netnographic method bring this model to the capture of characteristics and patterns of behavior existing in the consumer culture of online communities. Additionally, Kozinets et al. (2018) characterize this methodology as a consumption ethos chronicle, indicating the existence of integration and overlapping
between netnography stages (see Fig. 1) since the importance of collecting data reflect the opportunity to observe novelties in the interactions of the investigated online community.

**Figure 1. Netnography stages**

Thus, it is common in netnography studies that the data collection period must also be associated with the organization of the research corpus so that researchers can pay attention to the moment of saturation (see Fig. 1): when the collected interactions no longer present news of the investigated phenomenon. Therefore, it is valid to indicate that the research application of netnography stages meets different suggestions for implementing such a methodology and its quality criteria – as presented in following subsections.

**Choice of the community**

For the netnographic initial stage, it is necessary to comply with some criteria, such as the relevance of the community to the analyzed theme, in addition to a considerable volume of interactions that prove to be heterogeneous and add value to the community, adding to the active participation of its members (Cavalcanti *et al.*, 2021; Kozinets *et al.*, 2018). The community's choice involves identifying and verifying an online group with relevant, accessible, and current information for members of the investigated consumer ethos (Bartl *et al.*, 2016).

Additionally, the chosen hashtag in social media can be the official means of communication continually suggested by media product managers since it is appropriated and driven by fan interactions.
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To this end, it must function as an online public domain widely accessed and used by the investigated fandom when they use social networks to propose discussions associated with the media object they consume (de Souza-Leão & Moura, 2020). Thus, the community choose for the present study was launched by Brazilian ESPN, the broadcaster broadcasting NBA games in country, through the hashtag #NBAnaESPN on Twitter.

Cultural entrée

The cultural entrée stage represents how the researchers are inserted in the studied community, becoming familiar with the theme so that general and specific events become understandable (Hine, 2008). It is intrinsic to the community choice since it provides information that attests to the platform’s relevance to the investigated phenomenon (Kozinets, 2020). Consequently, some authors consider that this is the same stage (Langer & Beckman, 2005; Sandlin, 2007), achievable through the way that researchers find that the community is valid to represent the investigated phenomenon, at the same time that they become familiar to particular meanings of the ethos of online consumption (Scussel & Suarez, 2022).

In our study, this stage was met by aligning the proposal of Cristofari and Guitton (2017) regarding the exercise of the axiological posture called aca-fans. The aforementioned authors consider aca-fans the researchers who assume their intense relationship with the object of consumption and/or participation in the investigated ethos. However, aca-fans need to rigorously explain the steps and criteria used during the execution of the research – i.e., academic researchers –, in order to benefit from their familiarity with the particular meanings and values of the investigated cultural context – i.e., fans. Consequently, the cultural entrée was naturally executed since the researchers have been NBA Brazilian fans since 2012, and two of them interact with the league broadcast and fans through Twitter – i.e., the community chosen.

Data collection

This stage refers to a data organization and corpus research built when elements such as photos, videos, or text messages are collected. Interactions between community members are grouped and stored
for later analysis (Arvidsson & Caliandro, 2016; Kozinets et al., 2018). Among the options for carrying out netnography, collecting data shared on social networks (e.g., Tweets on Twitter, Posts on Facebook, Tips on Foursquare, and Discussions on Blogs) allows researchers to systematize the construction of the research corpus. Such systematization facilitates the elaboration of the steps adopted during the research - i.e., familiarity with the consumption ethos, data collection saturation, etc. - and highlights ethical issues of conducting online research (Costello et al., 2017; Kozinets, 2010).

However, the data collection must be temporarily significant and include data that allow understanding of meanings and the investigated context (Cavalcanti et al., 2021). For this purpose, it is possible to use specific a Computer Aided Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS), as long it does not interfere with the analytical stage of the data (Kozinets, 2020).

Thus, we chose to use the Buzz Monitor software, which allows us to observe interaction peaks in temporal extracts on its platform (e.g., by hour, day, week, or month) and export messages posted on the main social networks – i.e., Twitter – in .PDF format (Garcia-Perdomo, 2017). In total, 101,232 pages of PDF files were exported from Buzz Monitor platform, totaling 363,431 interactions between January 2018 and July 2020, during which four complete NBA seasons were held.

Data analysis

The data analysis stage represents the moment in which the research corpus are investigated to elaborate its findings. This stage represents the effort to codification, reflection, abstraction, comparison, verification, refinement, theoretical generalization, and (possibly) theorization (Cavalcanti et al., 2021; Moura et al., 2023).

Although Kozinets (2020) categorizes netnographic data analysis as manual, semi-automatic, and through algorithms, he also warns of the potential danger of using too much software at this stage. Considering how it is naturalistic research, the automation of the analytical stage ends up inhibiting the richness of possible inferences.
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Consequently, researchers who perform a netnography need to triangulate, verify, and validate the research findings manually – i.e., without data analysis software. Such efforts derives from analytical rounds in which: (1) thematic organization of data, (2) proposition of themes to infer codes, (3) arrangements of codes that are interrelated, (4) abstraction of codes into categories, and (5) interpretation of categories concerning previously established literature (Cavalcanti et al., 2021; Xharavina et al., 2020). Thus, Kozinets (2020) suggest five rounds of data analysis (see Fig. 2) that comprise this stage.

![Data analysis rounds](image)

Additionally, Kozinets et al. (2018) indicate that even big data can be analyzed using the netnographic approach, provided that the researchers proceed with patience, performing rounds of triangulation that promote the verisimilitude of the findings and guarantee the credibility of the research results. Thus, the amount of data that makes up the netnographic research corpus may vary in the amount of data, depending on the interactional nature of the investigated context. Nevertheless, the netnographic approach prioritizes the familiarity and mastery of interactions - achieved during the refinement of data analysis -, avoiding probabilistic correlations that limit the cultural meanings established in the investigated context. This perspective endorses Kozinets' (2010) warning about the validity of the netnographic research corpus being in its ability to be representative enough to allow solid inferences and a credible discussion of the results. It is not, therefore, a probative approach but an interpretative effort to understand a cultural and interactional phenomenon reflectively.

In our study, the data analysis was carried out took place over fifteen months – between September 2020 and November 2021. First, data debugging was performed through common themes that stand out
in the interactions captured by the research corpus. Subsequently, these themes were used to guide the denomination used in the coding process. Based on the regularity observed in the codes and themes they share; the third round allowed them to be arranged in groups. Such code arrangements produced insights for the fourth analytical round: the proposition of categories. Finally, the denomination and definition of the categories were refined through an abstraction to cover the context of the investigated phenomenon and allude to previously established concepts in the literature.

Quality Criteria for Netnographic Research

The present study seeks to meet the quality criteria for carrying out qualitative research through a triangulation of data analysis (Farquhar & Michels, 2016; Stavros & Westberg, 2009) and a detailed description of the results through a detailed, concise, and clear writing (Goulding, 2005; Stewart et al., 2017). Additionally, we follow the suggestion by Bond et al. (2021) to produce insights for sports management by observing the fans' prosumer activities through their Twitter discussions.

Furthermore, as a netnographic investigation, the present study adopted Kozinets (2020) suggestions about virtual ethnography quality criteria. Thus, present study meets the rigor of the methodology when familiarizing with the cultural context was carried out in detail through the stage of choosing the community and cultural entrée and estrangement during the validation of data collection and analysis among researchers. Resonance and verisimilitude are represented in how the results are described, seeking to capture and elucidate the natural particularities of the members and the investigated community. Coherence and background are present in the effort to return to the literature to interpret and propose reflections on the research results. On the one hand, such reflections also meet the criteria of instruction and practice, as they point out contributions to managers of sports products. On the other hand, they support reflexivity and innovation arranged in the final considerations when the study establishes academic contributions and a future research agenda.

Finally, the study adopts the proposal by Moura et al. (2023) to illustrate netnographic interactions through original messages or adapted by the authors to serve as emblematic examples. On the one hand,
the examples used in describing the results of a netnographic study should be as representative as possible so that they are relevant to the consumer ethos, regardless of the amount of data analyzed (Cavalcanti et al., 2021). On the other hand, the examples must be adapted since virtual ethnography studies should pursue the anonymity of the participants – even messages available in public space as social media – in order to preserve and not harm the investigated consumption ethos and its members (Hine, 2008).

**Results Description and Discussion**

During the data analysis, eleven codes were identified associated with two categories that characterize unique aspects of the consumption experiences of the Brazilian NBA fandom. In the first category, aspects in which fans converge and interact were observed to highlight media aspects that make experiences with the sports league extraordinary experiences. In a perspective that complements the previous one, sports singularities and their consequent competitiveness clash as a theme that makes the league's consumption extraordinary for its Brazilian fandom.

In order to summarize the research results, we elaborated Table 1. It is an adaptation to the netnographic approach of Mazzon (2018)' proposal for marketing researchers to synthesize research findings in a Matrix concerning the theoretical model that supports the study. In this effort, we emphasize that the indicated theoretical models were accessed on two occasions. Initially (a priori) as fundamentals adopted to support the elaboration of a broader research problem, which aims to understand the relationship between fan prosumption and extraordinary consumption experience through virtual interactions. In the other round (a posteriori), the theoretical models – concepts of extraordinary consumption experience – are deepened so that the analytical description of the results – netnographic categories – is associated with the literature, allowing to interpret them and anchor the contribution of the study to the field of research.
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Table 1.
Research results and theoretical model matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Model (Consumption Extraordinary Experiences Concepts)</th>
<th>Research Results (Netnographic Categories)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberatory and Performance-oriented experiences (Lanier &amp; Rader, 2015)</td>
<td>Media Experience of Brazilian NBA Fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic Praxis (Ulusoy, 2016)</td>
<td>Media Experience of Brazilian NBA Fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensifying fan relations (de Souza-Leão &amp; Moura, 2020)</td>
<td>Media Experience of Brazilian NBA Fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic and Adventurous experiences (Lanier &amp; Rader, 2015)</td>
<td>Media Experience of Brazilian NBA Fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced searchers (Chanavat &amp; Bodet, 2014)</td>
<td>Media Experience of Brazilian NBA Fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic enjoyment (Klaus &amp; Maklan, 2011)</td>
<td>Media Experience of Brazilian NBA Fans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, to establish a result discussion, three sections were elaborated. The first two present the categories and their definitions, the codes to which they are associated, examples taken from the research corpus (see Fig. 3-13), and a brief contextualization of the quotes presented. In the third section, an interpretation and reflection of the results propose research contributions aligned with the literature background through specific insights – as pointed in the left column of Table 1.

Media experience of brazilian NBA fans

The first category identified deals with the media experience of Brazilian NBA fans. In it, tweets whose purpose is related to each other can be observed from the exacerbation of extraordinary experiences and the reference to materials provided through the media generated by the NBA. In this context, it is noted that the league's strategies are crucial to the brand's success in the country since the entire generation
of NBA content sharpens the emergence, curiosity, desire, and attitudes of Brazilian fans of the association. Thus, the current category relating consumption to media production in the NBA comprises five empirical codes (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code01</td>
<td>Brazilian NBA fans escape the routine through the broadcasts consumed</td>
<td>It indicates how Brazilian NBA fans consider that consuming the league's games allows them to forget everyday problems while watching the broadcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code02</td>
<td>Brazilian NBA fans extrapolate to broadcasts and products accessible in their country</td>
<td>It reports how Brazilian NBA fans are commonly interested in increasing their consumption of league products and broadcasts, even those that have yet to be released or distributed in Brazil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code03</td>
<td>Brazilian NBA fans value their familiarity with US content</td>
<td>It highlights how Brazilian NBA fans are willing to act in a participatory way in the polls and interactive events that the league promotes for its US audience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code04</td>
<td>Brazilian NBA fans celebrate its entertainment events</td>
<td>It indicates how Brazilian NBA fans consider the media events promoted by the league - e.g.,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code05</th>
<th>Brazilian NBA fans highlighting its exciting media coverage</th>
<th>It reveals how Brazilian NBA fans consider the organization of the league's annual calendar to be made up of broadcasts of exciting moments - e.g., draft, free agency - even without watching sports matches.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Brazilian NBA fans escape the routine through the broadcasts consumed (Code01) when they reveal in their messages that watching the league's games is an opportunity to disconnect from tiring day-to-day. Here, NBA games are touted as a welcome escape from reality, either individually or when interacting with peers with similar interests. Both aspects can be seen in the highlighted example present in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Code 01 example

In the message sent on October 19, 2018, the fan expresses joy in enjoying the match between the Charlotte Hornets and Orlando Magic, in addition to the match between the Indiana Pacers and Milwaukee Bucks broadcast on ESPN on the day in question. It is a moment when the fan finds that NBA broadcasts allow him to escape his tiresome routine. Further, interacting with the ESPN Brazil channels team on Twitter and with other fans allows him to forget the isolation inherent to his work duties.

In the following observed finding, Brazilian NBA fans extrapolate to broadcasts and products accessible in their country (Code02). It is common for the fandom to expand itself beyond the content transmitted by the channel they own to the official transmissions of the league in Brazil. Similarly, they
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express an interest in purchasing licensed NBA products (e.g., team jerseys, hats, and themed sneakers of famous players) that still need to be available in their country. We present three messages to exemplify this code in Figure 4.

In the first highlighted message, the Brazilian fan demands more content—i.e., broadcasts—to be distributed by the NBA in Brazil. In the example, published on January 10, 2019, the fan questions the main narrator Rômulo Mendonça from ESPN Brazil, regarding the lack of transmission of the games of the team he supports, the Golden State Warriors. The tweet is a justified complaint since ESPN Brazil—i.e., holder of the rights to broadcast the NBA on pay TV in the country—cannot broadcast several simultaneous games, ending up selecting specific games.

The other two messages highlight fans’ interest in licensed NBA products to be purchased in Brazil. The tweet posted on January 21, 2021, deals with the difficulty for Brazilian fans to find products related to the league and the franchises that make it up, highlighting the difficulty of acquiring the themed shirt of the Phoenix Suns team launched in the 2020/2021 season. The tweet, dated February 8, 2019, highlights how the service of NBA League Pass was outside its purchasing threshold, so it needed to consume league games via television and not on the specialized platform that brings together all league content.

The following code is directly related to the previous one since points how Brazilian NBA fans value their familiarity with US content (Code03). It is about the effort of the Brazilian fandom to
understand and appropriate NBA content or information produced for its US audience. Two examples were selected to illustrate this engagement (see Fig. 5).

**Figure 5.** Code 03 examples

In the first message, it is noted that Brazilian fans adopt more popular consumption practices in the US context. In the highlighted example, we see a fan reporting about his vote for the All-Star Game, a widespread practice in the US but still needs to be more popular among sports leagues in Brazil. The case took place on December 25, 2018, when the fan shared an image with the list of players he voted to be selected for the event, which brings together the main stars of the league according to popular voting.

The second message is the appropriation that Brazilian NBA fans exercise in the face of information conveyed by US reporters. It is about how a fan who, on February 14, 2021, highlights the Brazilian fandom's wait for comments from two of the NBA's top on-the-ground sports insiders – i.e., Adrian Wojnarowski of ESPN US and Shams Charania of The Athletic. The international NBA community recognizes both for their ability to provide first-hand, credible information.

Complementarily, the following finding highlights that **Brazilian NBA fans celebrate its entertainment events** (Code04). Here, some comments contain an appreciative tone for the various shows they watch, whether from athletes in the sports league or from musical artists and celebrities who participate in the broadcasts they watch. Figure 6 brings a representative of this Code.
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Now let's go to the most anticipated moment of the All-star game: The J Cole concert. #NBAAllStar #NBAnaESPN (Feb 18, 2019).

Figure 6. Code 04 example

In the message, the fan celebrates one of his favorite moments of the season: the All-Star Game, an annual event that brings together the main stars of the NBA, on-site games whose intervals also feature special competitions between athletes – i.e., Slam Dunk – and mascots of the teams. However, the message published on February 18, 2019, attests to the audience's high expectations for the concert of the US rapper J. Cole, a musical attraction of the intermission of the game of stars held in 2019.

For the Brazilian fandom, an NBA game awakens peaks of emotion, either because of the competitive clash they watch or because of the management of the calendar in which they can consume broadcasts on dates of social gatherings. Thus, it is possible to observe the following code, which reflects Brazilian NBA fans highlighting its exciting media coverage (Code05). This code concerns how Brazilian fans are not used to following a league that reframes sports competitiveness and how they broadcast thematic events. Three messages exemplify this code (see Fig. 7).

#NBAnaESPN Basketball is an addictive sport, I'm going to sleep every 3 am watching NBA. (Feb 21, 2021).
Merry Christmas watching NBA all day #NBAChristmas #NBAnaESPN (Dec 25, 2020).
#NBAnaESPN Happy New Year to you. Thank you for narrating and giving viewers an extraordinary experience of watching the best basketball league in the world! Thanks (Jan 3, 2020)

Figure 7. Code 05 examples

In the first instance, Brazilian NBA fans express gratitude for continually following broadcasts of competitive and emotion-filled games that break their routine. The first of the highlighted messages – sent
on February 21, 2021 – reinforces this instance, when the fan expresses his inability to return to his routine after watching the NBA game that night.

Another point associated with the exciting media coverage of the NBA for Brazilian fans concerns how they modify holidays to follow the sports league. The message published on December 25, 2020, exemplifies this aspect. In particular, they highlight the Christmas round – i.e., in which the NBA selects games between stars and rival teams to impress its audience – which has already become a reserved date in the calendar of league fans in Brazil.

The third message presents something common among tweets sent by Brazilian NBA fans: the report that they are experiencing transmissions of the best basketball in the world. The example occurred on January 3, 2020, during the match between the Memphis Grizzlies and Sacramento Kings, when the fan thanked ESPN presenters for their work on NBA broadcasts over the New Year's weekend.

**Sports experience of Brazilian NBA fans**

The other observed category deals with the **sports experience of Brazilian NBA fans**, when fans highlight the sporting aspects they witness as extraordinary, since the sports league presents aspects which they are not used to watch. In this perspective, the experiences of Brazilian NBA fans are intertwined with the enthusiasm of reverberating the athletic capacity of the players, the league's continued competitiveness, individual and collective performance records, etc. Consequently, the category is associated with six codes identified during the analysis of the research corpus (see Table 3).

**Table 3.**

List of Codes from the second identified category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code06</td>
<td>Brazilian NBA fans increases their excitement when watches emblematic performances</td>
<td>It highlights how Brazilian NBA fans consider the collective performance of some teams to be a determining factor in keeping them so excited to consume league broadcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first finding indicates that **Brazilian NBA fans increases their excitement when watches emblematic performances** (Coda06) when they comment on the aspects that led them to be interested in the league or what keeps them interested after so long following its broadcasts. In these messages, it is possible to observe that the continuous quality of the NBA games awakens the perception that they are
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seeing the history of the league being told. It also leads them to nurture unique relationships with certain team duels – as exemplified in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Code 06 examples

Suns at the conference finals already look like the 90s. Then the guys bring the TAG TEAM to sing their classic 'Whoop There It Is.' Pure nostalgia! #NBAPlayoffs #NBAnaESPN (Jan 20, 2021).

#NBAnaESPN Hugs to Romulo and Zé Baquinha! I started to follow the NBA more closely last season, precisely in the bucks vs. raptors matchup #NBAnaESPN (Nov 2, 2019).

In the first message, published on June 20, 2021, during the confrontation between the Los Angeles Clippers and Phoenix Suns, the fan celebrates the successful return of the Arizona team to the NBA playoffs. It is an understanding that, at that moment in the season, the Brazilian fandom could be witnessing history being made in the league when the Phoenix team in Arizona would again reach an NBA final and, who knows, the unprecedented title.

In another message, posted on November 2, 2019, another fan highlights the importance of following another match between Milwaukee Bucks and Toronto Raptors, valid for the Eastern Conference Finals of the 2018-2019 season. In his account, he claims that it was precisely the experience of watching that match the previous season that made him become a regular follower of the league.

Specifically, annually it is possible to see the excitement when Brazilian NBA fans emphasize the excitement of the playoffs (Code07). It is about how the Brazilian fandom considers the knockout matches between the best-ranked teams to dispute the title as the apex of sports entertainment. We highlight a message to exemplify this code (see Fig. 9).
NBA playoff matches are decided in a best of seven games. The winning team must achieve four wins, alternating between home and away matches. Consequently, Brazilian fans who do not specifically support any of the teams disputing the games usually publish messages reinforcing their interest in the dispute being extended until the last seventh game to watch as many transmissions as possible. It is the highlighted example when on July 14, 2021, a fan reports his support for the tiebreaker in the duel between Phoenix Suns and Milwaukee Bucks, which would define the NBA champion of that year.

Another emotion that drives the interaction is that **Brazilian NBA fans discuss witnessing the most outstanding player in history** (Code08). Because of the numbers achieved by some athletes – i.e., titles, individual and collective records –, the Brazilian fandom reverberates the proposed debate about who is the player who deserves the nickname of great of all time (GOAT) of the NBA. In addition to the stars of the past (e.g., Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant, Magic Johnson, Kareen Abdul-Jabbar) that are commonly cited by Brazilian fans, two stars that are still active in the NBA during the league are intensely pointed out as GOAT: LeBron James and Stephen Curry. Two tweets were chosen to highlight each side of this discussion (see Fig 10).

---

**Figure 9.** Code 07 example

I'm rooting for Game 7 because my wife is confused about whom I'm rooting for. #NBAAnaESPN (Jul 14, 2021).

**Figure 10.**

**Code 08 examples**

---

Forget this GOAT talk. There has never been anyone like LeBron. There will never be anyone like LeBron. Enjoy the story. Lebron James, you are ridiculous. #NBAAnaESPN #NBAAnaBand (Oct 11, 2020).

FOR GOD'S SAKE, RESPECT THE GOAT CURRY IS A GOD #NBAAnaESPN (Mar 7, 2021).
In the first message, the fan publishes a fanart on October 11, 2020, in which LeBron James appears with the Los Angeles Lakers jersey and the NBA champion trophy – i.e., recently won that year and the athlete’s fourth title – while sitting on a throne that alludes to one of his nicknames: the King. In another message, on March 7, 2021, another fan asks for respect for the Brazilian fandom who watched Stephen Curry score 28 points in just 22 minutes on the court during the All-Star Game of that season.

Additionally, it is verifiable how Brazilian NBA fans value the players' athletic abilities (Code09). In addition to being considered superstars of the sport they compete in, NBA athletes present individual performances – i.e., scoring records, assists, blocked shots – and collective performances – i.e., invincibility, titles – capable of exciting the interactions of the Brazilian fandom of the sports league. Figure 11 highlights two examples to illustrate this fan movement,

**Figure 11.** Code 09 examples

In the first message, published on January 25, 2020, a fan reiterates the historical performance of LeBron James, newly signed by the Los Angeles Lakers, but who could surpass one of the greatest players in the franchise during that night's performance: Kobe Bryant. In the other tweet, published on December 7, 2019, the other fan asks the ESPN Brazil narrator and commentator to point out to the audience the Golden State Warriors' record of victories, which, in the 2015-16 season, reached 73 wins in 82 played.

From another perspective, there is excitement with factors that make the sports league more competitive in addition to the athletes' performances in the finding that reveals that Brazilian NBA fans debate about the sports strategies of the teams (Code10). This code is the arrangement of comments from fans discussing the actions taken by the coaching staff to change the outcome of matches and the
performance of athletes (e.g., coverage that nullifies big stars, rotation of fouls) in a single matchup. Figure 12 brings examples to illustrate this Code.

Figure 12. Code 10 examples

In the first message, dated June 14, 2019, the fan comments on the collective performance of the Toronto Raptors team during the match against the Golden State Warriors. For him, how the players of the Canadian franchise managed, together, to overcome the team led by Stephen Curry – i.e., the player who was chosen as Most Valuable Player (MVP) of the regular season – and becoming champion was the result of a technical strategy commission. In the other post, on June 4, 2021, another fan highlights how the star of the Phoenix Suns team, Devin Booker, was nullified by the rotation of fouls committed by the Las Angeles Clippers team in the victory achieved by the California team that night.

In a complementary way, Brazilian NBA fans resonate with behind-the-scenes news (Code11) about the teams, considering that the actions of general managers (e.g., signings, trades, draft picks) have a fundamental impact on the sporting performance of franchises. Such comments are based on fan opinions about the strategies and decisions made by the NBA behind the scenes. Additionally, fans often debate league executives' choices regarding rule enforcement and consequent punishments. An example of this code can be seen in Figure 13.
In the message of May 29, 2020, the fan presents detailed information about important dates followed by the NBA fandom in Brazil. Free Agency is when players can be traded without incurring high fines; consequently, it is when the backstage of the league is busiest. In this sense, the fan informs his peers that, due to the stoppage of the COVID-19 pandemic that impacted the 2019-20 season, the Free Agency calendar should be impacted.

Consumption extraordinary experience of Brazilian NBA fans

The categories identified among the interactions of the Brazilian NBA fandom about their consumption experiences associate two fundamental elements of the league's transmission in the country – i.e., mediatization and sportiness – as an opportunity for them to experience hedonic moments. Consequently, they reflect how hedonic elements are often highlighted as those responsible for legitimizing the extraordinary capacity of a consumption experience (Holbrook, 2000; Lanier & Rader, 2015).

Similarly, the codes observed at some levels are associated with interactions that evoke the imaginative and emotional capacity of the Brazilian NBA fandom. Thus, they can be associated with the understanding that the aspects that arouse strong and unusual imaginations and emotions through consumption are decisive for the conception that they are experiencing extraordinary moments through their consumption experiences (Holmqvist et al., 2019; Rundio et al., 2020; Skandalis et al., 2019).

In the present study’s results, the extraordinary experience points to the fans' prosumption ability to overlap media and sports. On the one hand, media content invites the audience to converge to a participatory action when they reproduce, spread, and seek new ones in interactions with their peers. On the other hand, sports content is assimilated as a cultural production and responsible for awakening feelings in consumers who seek to be part of consumer communities specialized in this theme.

The overlap between these contents - i.e., sports and media experiences - allows establishing the contribution of the present study: the consumption extraordinary experience of sports league is
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fundamentally associated with prosumption practices performed among fans. Such a proposition – as presented in Table 1 – is possible thanks to the relationship between the categories identified in the research findings and the four aspects highlighted by Lanier and Rader (2015) that characterize an extraordinary consumption experience – i.e., liberatory, performance-oriented, stochastic and adventurous.

On the one hand, the media aspects are liberatory and performance-oriented, as they allow Brazilian NBA fans to escape their routine and act in a participatory way to improve their own consumption experience. First, this aspect is noticed in the comments in which the fans are impressed by the league's particularities, mainly by aspects that go beyond what they are used to consuming. Second, we highlight the reports of fans seeking to extrapolate the experiences already delivered by the league in Brazil, demanding the offer of other artifacts and content. Third, there is an attempt to adapt the fans to the singularities of the association, which translates into a change of habits among avid league fans. Fourth, fans escape their routines with league broadcasts, demonstrating that fans enjoy pleasurable moments when watching association content.

Consequently, this category can be interpreted as a therapeutic praxis characterized by fan interactions highlighting their reenchanting, ideological alignment, and celebratory acts to the media product consumed (Ulusoy, 2016). Furthermore, the extraordinary nature of consumer experiences derives from the possibility of intensifying their relationship as a fan with the media object consumed and with their peers through the interactivity exponentiated by social networks (de Souza-Leão & Moura, 2020).

On the other hand, the sporting aspects are stochastic and adventurous, as Brazilian fans point them out as random and continuously positive events in the competitiveness that they witness in the performances of athletes and teams, in addition to allowing surprises with the management of the league itself. First, there is a celebration at important moments for the league, through matches in which they cannot predict the winner. In addition, there are symbolic moments in watching players, matches, and strategies that will go down in the annals of sports league history. Moreover, they are continuously
interested in knowing and debating details that guarantee the league's continued competitiveness on and off the court.

In this sense, this category points out how sports experiences are supported by the ability of consumers to continually seek extraordinary content that reinforces their relationship with the media object they are consuming (Chanavat & Bodet, 2014). Nevertheless, it reflects a hedonic enjoyment perceived and experienced by consumers who deepen in understanding and mastering the knowledge associated with their consumption experiences (Klaus & Maklan, 2011).

Thus, considering both categories, while the media aspects are re-signified and subjectively valued, it is possible to observe that the emotions experienced in the consumption of the league are closely related to its sport competitiveness. Consequently, these findings reinforce how the exchange of experiences between different marketing agents establishes connections assimilated as extraordinary and with subjective values (Schmitt et al., 2022).

Nevertheless, the present study reinforces Cova and Cova's (2012) understanding of the incentive for co-creating consumption experiences when they act as prosumers who choose to share their experiences, seeking to be recognized and help other marketing agents. Thus, when looking for fun or personal joy in their consumption experiences, consumers use marketing and utilitarian functions to (re)produce socialization dynamics among peers (Bhattacharjee & Mogilner, 2014; Cova & Cova, 2019).

**Final Considerations**

The present study reveals that the consumption extraordinary experience co-produced in the virtual interactions of Brazilian NBA fans relies on its mediatization and sportiness. Such aspects are fed back to each other by the productive activities of the fans since they when consuming the media products of the
NBA, produce content based on the experiences lived from it.

Through the league's media capacity and sportsmanship, Brazilian NBA fans highlight how consuming and interacting with the league's broadcasts allows them to experience liberating and stochastic moments and elaborate a participatory performance or venture into new content and knowledge. Thus, the present study reinforces how fans' consumption experiences tend to align naturally with the marketing strategies of the managers of the media products they consume (Fuschillo, 2020; Min et al., 2019). Specifically, it reflects that sports league fans are co-creators of their consumption experiences (Andrews & Ritzer, 2018; Bond et al., 2021; Kolyperas et al., 2019; Munaier, 2021; Rundio et al., 2020). Further, as these are consumption extraordinary experiences, even if feelings occur individually, productive exploration in digital media by fans and interaction with brands and other consumers occurs collectively (Cavalcanti et al., 2021; Daros, 2022; Lanier & Rader, 2015).

Additionally, it is worth noting that the study focuses on the participative members – i.e., those who seek to interact on social networks – among Brazilian NBA fans. In this sense, the results and proposed discussions represent the arrangement of observed human experiences, limiting the inferences to the particular scope of the ethos investigated when the research was carried out and can be generalized only to contexts of consumption with similar characteristics.

Thus, the study’s limitation also presents unique contributions from the results of the present study. Although being a netnographic investigation, the research findings indicate that the media aspect of a sports league is a means of escaping from everyday life. Consequently, it extends Skandalis et al. (2019) understanding of the liberatory factor being one of the main motivations for characterizing a consumption experience as extraordinary. Additionally, it endorses other researchers' perception that mundane and structural elements are lit and resignified in the formatting of extraordinary consumption experiences (Tumbat & Belk, 2011; Husemann et al., 2016).

Moreover, the externality observed during the study analysis indicates possible paths for future research that carry out netnographies about the consumer public of sports leagues through concepts of identity projects elaborated through consumption (Moura & de Souza-Leão, 2020). Broadly, future
investigations can opt for other methodologies to carry out an investigation that maps the profile of consumers of sports leagues in Brazil.

As an externality, although this is not an objective of the present study – nor the method used to carry it out – there are indications of how Brazilian NBA fandom is predominantly masculine. Such indication derives from how Brazilian ESPN shared photos and texts posted on Twitter through the monitored hashtag during the analyzed seasons, where the women were a minority. However, the presence of a woman commentator - i.e., Alana Ambrosio - in the broadcasts seems to stimulate the growth of feminine participatory practices in the messages shared on Twitter.

Consequently, as a research agenda it seems valid to investigate other sports leagues fans and their consumer experience through and beyond the netnographic approach. Further, studies that address the overlapping of media and sports competitive aspects as grounds for extraordinary experiences can provide continuity to the current research findings. Finally, it seems valid to explore fans’ extraordinary experiences beyond sports consumption, associated with performances and collective events that have been gaining ground in consumer research discussions.
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